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Almost 18 months ago, the decision was
taken to make a significant investment in a
new Warehouse Management System. The
decision was made following the identification
of some inefficiencies and difficulties within
the current systems.

The process began by identifying what
exactly we wanted to achieve from such a
system and then going out to potential
providers with a very clear list of our
requirements. The potential providers who
responded positively to our requests were
then given an opportunity to present their
systems to us and as a result of this process
a Dutch company, Boltrics, was selected.
Their Warehouse Management System is
specifically designed for logistics service
providers, like Jenkins, to help streamline
warehouse activities.
Boltrics is a market leader rather than a
bespoke supplier and the benefits to all
users will be extensive. The system will
reduce the monotonous manual elements
the current systems require, safeguarding
against user error and allowing the
individual to spend their time more valuably.
This allows all users the opportunity to
develop their skills and make use of their
time and attention in the most productive
way possible.

Hello All,
Welcome to the latest edition of The Kin.
We are delighted to deliver stories of
good news from across the business
and to update you on current and future
projects. As always, we encourage you
to continue sharing news and stories
with us at thekin@jenkinsgroup.com
to keep each edition as lively and diverse
as our people.

The new system offers enhanced integration
with the Transport Management System
and Accounts System, reducing risks
of missed charges and facilitating
smoother communication
between Operations, Transport,
Accounts and Customer Care.
Another great feature of the Boltrics system
is its web portal. This is an entirely new
feature which allows our customers greater
visibility of their stock than they have had
previously. The web portal allows the
customers to access their own version
of the WMS and to take their own stock
inventories, check on the status of their
deliveries, and provides details on the
status of stock expected to arrive. This
provision enhances our customers’ ability
to access and manage their stocks in real
time, which helps them drive efficiency.
In the last six months a team of ‘Super Users’
has been built across the business to
build, learn and test the system. This team
received extensive training to build their
knowledge and experience of the system
which they then applied as they trialled the
features of the system using real data from
cargo held on behalf of our customers.
The system went live on Monday 1st February
at our Liverpool terminal and further roll
out is planned across the business in 2021.

We want to express our appreciation to the
team who have led the WMS project. Our
IT Manager, Gerard McManus, has led and
managed the process from the outset and
was in Liverpool for the launch to ensure
a smooth transition. Thank you Gerard for
managing this project so well thus far and
to your dedicated and hardworking team;
Robert Hutchinson, Ashleigh Thompson,
Lee Williams and Graham Hughes, whose
assistance has been invaluable throughout.
Our Super Users have been impressed by
what they have seen of the system so far and
their experience of working on the project.
Lee Williams said he has, “really enjoyed
being part of such a big change for Jenkins.
I have given it my all and hopefully we have
contributed to the design of a purpose-built
system for our company going forward.”
Graham Hughes added, “the new system
will be a positive tool going forward,” and
Lee agreed, “Going forward I think that the
Boltrics system will save a lot of time for

Customer Care and us here in Liverpool. It’s a
revolutionary system which will streamline
our inputting, investigating, reporting and
invoicing processes.” Gerard Mc Manus,
the project lead said, “installing the system
has been the culmination of two years’ work,
it has taken four months to set up and install.
The last two weeks have been very intense
but I think the long term benefits to
everyone will outweigh the issues encountered
along the way. The fact that the majority
of the work has been completed remotely
is a testament to the work carried out by
the team - we had people from the Netherlands,
GB and NI, all working together to deliver
the project.”
Thanks to all of you who have invested so
much time and effort in the launch of the
WMS, and for the continued efforts during
the transition period and learning curve.
This will undoubtedly improve and streamline
our processes.

Thank you all for your continued effort
and commitment as the business grows.
It’s an exciting time for the business and
we are thrilled to have you all on the
journey with us.
Kind regards

Paul O’Hare
Executive Chairman

We are delighted with the progress at
our Port of Liverpool Terminal; the pictures
displayed here are taken just a few short
months apart. The anticipated delivery
of the space is 9th April for the smaller
warehouse and the 21st May for the larger
warehouse. It certainly looks like we are
well on our way. The warehouse spaces
will add an extra 300,000 square ft of
state-of-the-art port-centric warehouse
space for forest products and unitised
cargoes. It is an exciting new venture for
Jenkins and for our customers. The decision
to invest in the new spaces came from
the incredible growth in volumes and
customers we have experienced in Liverpool
in recent years. We entered into a
partnership with Peel Ports to co-invest
in their available sites and drew up plans
for a warehouse designed to cater
specifically to our operations.
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...WITH TINA SILCOCK

Tina is a Warehouse Administrator at our
Liverpool site and is the key account holder
for our customer ICL, a Transatlantic
Shipping Line, who import and export items
to and from the US and across Europe.
Tina has been servicing ICL for a number
of years and has a great relationship
with them. We spoke with Carol Fletcher,
the Supply Chain Services Manager in
the UK for ICL who said, “For four years,
Jenkins has faithfully delivered top quality
and consistent service to ICL. Tina has
played a crucial role in the success of ICL’s
Project & Groupage operation and we thank
her for the professionalism and superlative
support she has given us over the years –
we appreciate her so much!”
What does your job entail? I deal mainly with
our customer, ICL. This entails creating all
receipt and shipments for the import cargo
coming in. Planning all the ICL containers
that go out for export. Booking in drivers
and dealing with any queries.

‘LETTERS’ PULL TOGETHER!

What do you enjoy most about your role?
It varies week on week. No two weeks are
ever the same, challenging and very busy,
but that’s what I enjoy about it. I work with
a great team for ICL i.e. Kenny Cameron,
Ian Foulkes, John Nugent and Rob Perry,
and have a good rapport with all the people
within ICL.
I have been out with the ICL team a few
times for a few drinks and a meal over the
past few years. It is good to see people in a
sociable setting, not only in a working capacity.
How do you spend your spare time? I actually
have a craft room which I can go to when I
want to have some quiet time to myself. I do
various crafts , card making , sewing, screen
printing , all good fun!
What’s an interesting fact about yourself?
I won a crossword competition in my previous
employment, which was in their magazine.
All expenses paid trip to Florida, theme park
passes, hire car. Absolutely amazing.

2020 was a year in which we were presented
challenges in all areas of our working lives and
we were all in need of a good news story. Cue
Alyssa and Tate in Derby and the return to
the lost art of letter writing to lift our moods!
We were delighted to receive a handwritten
letter and drawings of our Lorries from two
children in Derby who often passed our trucks
on the road on their way to and from school
with their Childminder, Janette. They delighted
in seeing Jenkins’ Lorries and hoped that we
might be able to send a miniature version to
them. They had put so much effort and work
into their letter and drawings that we thought it
was only right that we returned their kindness!
Paul Harden, our Head of Transport worked with

What’s your favourite food? I love Tapas
food. I am a bit of a bitty eater, so this suits
me down to the ground.
What superpower would you want and why?
I think it would be to fly. I wouldn’t have to
wait at airports for hours on end !

Eddie Braham, our Maintenance Manager, who sourced a toy truck and arranged for the Jenkins’
design to be replicated. The finished version looked fantastic and we were thrilled to send it to
Tate and Alyssa along with some other Jenkins goodies and a letter from Paul. We have since
received a heartfelt thanks from Janette and all of the children in her care who enjoy playing
with the truck. We are hopeful that we can arrange a visit for Janette and the children in her care
to our Derby site to see one of the trucks in person, just as soon as the pandemic allows!

What’s your ideal holiday? Turkey is my
most favourite place to go just to relax and
have a few drinks with great food. I have
been about 10 times now to various different
parts and they are the friendliest people you
could ever meet.
Do you have any phobias? My phobia is
spiders. I hate them with a vengeance.
Favourite musician? Diana Ross and Phil
Collins.I have seen both of them in concert
twice, brilliant. The oldies are the best.
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JENKINS WELCOMES...

1 DAVID SNEDDON Compliance Support Manager, Belfast. 2 JONATHAN RICE Director of Operations, Belfast.
3 KEN WALSH Warehouse Administrator, Liverpool. 4 JONATHAN CHAPMAN Customer Care, Belfast.
5 JAMES CUMMING Warehouse Administrator, Liverpool. 6 STEVE VARNEY Warehouse Operative, Liverpool.
7 STEPHEN BARKER Driver, Derby. 8 CHRIS NEWELL Warehouse Operative, Derby. 9 DAVID WATTS
Warehouse Operative, Derby. 10 BRYN WATSON Warehouse Operative, Derby. CONGRATULATIONS TO...
11 CHRISTINA JONES, Customer Care team who got engaged before Christmas to her fiancé Mark
12 REBECCA WILLIS, Customer Care on the arrival of baby Aoife, born 02.09.2020. CONGRATULATIONS also to
NATALIE from our Customer Care team in Belfast, who got engaged to her fiancé Ross and to DARIA MOZGAWA,
Warehouse Administrator, Liverpool, on the arrival of baby Mia, born 05.12.2020.

It is with deep regret that we announce the loss of a serving
employee, Matt Hurley.
Matt suffered a brain aneurysm whilst returning from a customer
delivery on 21st January. He was rushed from the scene to
Addenbrooke’s Hospital in Cambridge by air ambulance. Sadly due
to the severity of the aneurysm, the medical team at Addenbrooke’s
were unable to save his life. He died on 27th of January aged 39.
Matt joined Jenkins as a Lorry driver out of Sheerness in March 2020,
Matt’s manager Steve Haines said, “He soon became one of the team,
always helpful and very professional but above all a team player!
Matt was always respectful and looked after company equipment
like it was his own.” Matt was known for his professionalism and
helpful nature, he was always happy and enthusiastic in his work
and always willing to help others. He loved caring for his lorry
and took pride in it.
Close friend and colleague of Matt, Nick Flavell said, “Matt loved
the outdoors, whether going for walks or having a fire in the garden.
He doted on his kids and would do anything for his two boys. He has
a lovely girlfriend who he would do anything for. He’s going to be
sadly missed by all.”
Nick took great care to polish Matt’s truck, added ribbons and
floral tributes, and drove the truck in the funeral procession in a
final send-off from us all at Jenkins.
We send our deepest sympathies to Matt’s family and to our team
at Sheerness. Matt will be sorely missed by all those who knew him.
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pet stop
Our Covid Companions

----------------------1

2

The recent lockdowns have certainly seen a rise in our
employees’ new pets. Others have simply enjoyed spending
more time with their old faithfuls!
1 RED, Rob Stewart 2 BRAD PITT, Laura Caldwell 3 RORY, Paul O’Hare
4 FINELY SERRATED, Chris Newell 5 LOUIE & HARLEY, Luke Jones
6 FLYNN, Shauna McBride 7 MAX, Stephen Baker 8 MOSE, Jane Moss
9 LOTTIE & MINNIE, Paul Harden 10 KASPA, CHESTER, ELSA (back), LULU
(front), Kevin Tighe 11 PERCY, CHARLIE & LOLA, Paul Asling
12 OLLIE, David Sneddon 13 OLLIE, Kirstie Parker 14 DIXIE+COOPER,
Donna Nulty 15 LOLA, Rocky Armstrong 16 MILEY, Catriona Forgie
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culture
corner
This new segment of The Kin seeks to
celebrate the diversity within Jenkins and
brings you snap shots of the traditions and
cultures acclaimed across our employee group.

Many thanks to Anna Lewandowska, our
Transport Analyst based in Belfast, who
had provided us with a traditional Polish
recipe, why not try it out at home!
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Pierogi

The most popular pierogi are small white
dumplings, a bit larger than ravioli, filled with
cottage cheese, potatoes and fried onion.

ingredients

say
cheese!

Congratulations to Steve Haines who submitted
this fantastic picture of London! Lucky Steve wins a
day’s leave to be added to his 2021 holiday entitlement.
For our next picture competition we are looking for
your best pictures of lockdown stories that kept
you busy, from puzzles to crafting to running your
personal best - we want to see them!
Send your pictures to thekin@jenkinsgroup.com
for your chance to win a day’s annual leave!

For the dough
300g plain flour
1 tablespoon of salt
1 tablespoon of vegetable oil
150ml of warm water
For the cottage cheese and
potato filling
250g floury potatoes
3 tablespoons olive oil
1 medium onion finely diced
250g half fat cottage cheese

METHOD...
ACROSS
7
Broad-brimmed straw hat (8)
8
Tiered shelves (4)
9
Forced high notes (8)
10 Helps (4)
11 Midday nap (6)
14 Polar top layer (3,3)
15 Chatter (3)
16 Third sign of the zodiac (6)
18 Flexible pipework (6)
20 Scheme (4)
21 Kind of soup (8)
24 Autocratic ruler (4)
25 Exceptionally tense (8)

1. Mix the dough ingredients until they are
well combined.
2. For the cottage cheese and potato filling,
boil the potatoes in a pan of salted water
until soft enough to mash (about 20 minutes).
Drain well and set aside to cool. Fry the finely
chopped onion on the pan. Add the cottage
cheese and fried onion and mix all together.
Remember to keep a little bit onion for
final decoration.
3. To shape the pierogi roll out the dough
onto a lightly floured surface to a thickness
of 3mm. Cut 10cm/4in rounds from it using
a pastry cutter.
4. Place one teaspoon of the filling into half of
the pastry rounds. Brush a little water around
the edge of each pastry round, and then
fold the edges together to create a bulging
semi-circular dumpling, pressing the edges
together to seal.

DOWN
1
Roster (4)
2
Mistreats (6)
3
Baby’s bottle feature (4)
4
Driver (8)
5
Lubricant (6)
6
Polluted precipitation (4,4)
12 Put on a pedestal (8)
13 Excited (8)
17 Discount (6)
19 Explosions (6)
22 Secret look (4)
23 Way out (4)

5. Poach the pierogi, in batches if necessary,
in a deep-sided pan of boiling water for 3-4
minutes, or until they float to the surface.
6. To serve, pile the pierogi onto serving
plates and serve with soured cream in small
bowls alongside. Sprinkle with the reserved
fried onions and the fresh dill.

If you’d like to contribute to our next issue or the Twitter feed, send us your news,
views and pictures by May 10th to: thekin@jenkinsgroup.com

in

Down: 1 Rota, 2 Abuses, 3 Teat, 4 Motorist, 5 Grease, 6 Acid rain, 12 Idealize, 13 Agitated, 17 Ignore, 19 Blasts, 22 Peek, 23 Exit.
Answers: Across: 7 Sombrero, 8 Rack, 9 Falsetto, 10 Aids, 11 Siesta, 14 Ice cap, 15 Gas, 16 Gemini, 18 Tubing, 20 Plan, 21 Alphabet, 24 Czar, 25 Electric.

